On Wednesday 10th November, it was ‘World Science Day’ - a day allocated to celebrating science.
‘World Science Day for Peace and Development highlights the significant role of science in society
and the need to engage the wider public in debates on emerging scientific issues. It also underlines
the importance and relevance of science in our daily lives. By linking science more closely with
society, World Science Day for Peace and Development aims to ensure that citizens are kept
informed of developments in science. It also underscores the role scientists play in broadening our
understanding of the remarkable, fragile planet we call home and in making our societies more
sustainable.’
Helping to celebrate this day, our science ambassadors advertised and arranged a variety of
activities for the children to engage in: a class quiz, a treasure hunt and a poster competition.

Posters designed by Macy Major.
After the delivery of a quiz, which involved identifying a range of scientists and exploring the impact
they have had on our lives today, the children completed a treasure hunt at break time; they had to
find the scientists located around the playground and recall their names before recording their
answers on a treasure hunt sheet.

‘World science day was an important and fun day; I learnt so many new things, including the work of
many different scientists (such as Mary Anning for example). I then enjoyed attempting to find them
on the playground based on the scientist clues provided during the treasure hunt.’ - Rinay Crowle.
Those who were successful in completing the scientist treasure hunt received a certificate:

We also held a poster competition, with the purpose of highlighting the impact of our world’s
leading scientists. After numerous submissions (which were incredible), the science ambassadors
had a tough job of selecting their top posters:
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Isabelle Manley-Wheeler

Spencer Albertyn
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Maya Hart

Nicole Noneva

As a result of their incredible submissions, the
children were awarded with their very own ‘science
themed’ notepad.

